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 On the Vixen I had the old type “D” tuner, consisting of single slide loading coil, inter-connected 

with a double slide tuning coil, together with potentiometer and carborundum crystal detector.  You 

threw in the loading coil slider for time signals and weather-nothing else was up there. 

 Secured to the bulkhead was the then new type “E” tuner which was loosely coupled—more 

selective but did not pull as well as the conductively coupled type “D”. 

 I never saw or heard of Type “A” or “B” tuners and wonder if any of my readers can enlighten 

me.  After type “E” receivers bore model numbers such as the Navy’s “IP-75”, with everything brought 

out to taps, and was an excellent receiver.  Then there was Marconi’s multiple receiver, which could by 

means of the three-pole double throw knife switch be used either as a coupled or straight-away tuning 

circuit.  This had a beautiful billi condenser on top which seemed to make no difference at all.  A crystal 

detector plugged into a socket originally designed to accept a Fleming valve, but American Marconi did 

not furnish the valve, which was not as sensitive as the crystal anyway. 

 The type “SH” antenna change-over switch did away with the anchor gap.  The copper tubing of 

the aerial circuit came down to the top of the “T” of the switch and were shorted by spring copper jaws.  

These were separated by a fiber wedge when the switch was in the up or receiving position.  However, if 

you put a jumper across the “T” connections you turned the lower resistance transmitter into a kind of 

pre-selector and there was an improvement in received signals but had to shift the transmitter for each 

receiver setting, or you could install a small single pole switch across the antenna switch “T” for listening 

on other than 600 meters. 

 Transmitting condensers (Capacitors) came in two types—flat plate and Leyden jars, or tubular 

with the tin foil shellacked on the inside and the outside of the glass.  Most installations were to be 

remembered by the large mahogany case containing copper covered glass Leyden jars, connected in 

series parallel in order to reduce the potential overall. 

 The rotary gap was in series in the closed circuit with the helix and across the condenser.  If you 

drifted the rotary gap too long when signing off, you were liable to puncture a condenser jar.  If you 

carried spare jars, you replaced it with a spare that looked about the same—that is to say with the 

copper electroplating about the same height on the glass.  Your thinking in those days was apt to be in 

quarts instead of Farads and you afterwards called another ship for a wavelength check. 

 On “KTT”, the S/S Paraguay, a Sun Oil tanker, built for the Great Lakes, I was bunkmate with the 

flat plate short wave condenser which was installed at the foot of my bunk, a necessity in order to 

obtain a short ground connection to the port hole casing.  This did not contribute to full length reclining.  

Ventilation was also curtailed by virtue of the fact that the port light could only be opened over a limited 

arc in order to swing against the loading inductance.  I learned this after receiving signals were 

interrupted if I opened it too far. 

 Typewriters and clocks were not furnished as standard equipment, in fact not at all, and my 

dollar Ingersoll swung with the roll of the ship from a cup hook over the receiver.  The Mate came down 



daily with a good accurate watch and transported the time up to the chronometer up in the 

wheelhouse. 

 There was no mirror in the room and a stool was furnished instead of a chair.  Oh, well, a stool 

for a dunce who would entertain such a seagoing career anyway!  I carried a bucket of steam from the 

engine room and employed my watch case as a shaving mirror.  The rest of the time I did not have to 

look at myself anyway. 

 The ship’s dynamo was operated for lighting only at night; except for one hour after noon in 

order for me to send off the daily TR, ship’s noon position.  At the end of the hour the engineers shut 

down the ship’s dynamo, whether you got through or not. 

 All ships at that time were DC ships, and a motor-generator was employed to produce 60 cycle 

110-volt input to the coffin (high voltage transformer).  Motor-generators were installed mostly under 

the bunk.  They were beautifully running compound wound machines, manufactured by Robbins & 

Myers, and were started by a Cutler-Hammer hand starter.  If you ran out of matches, you could get a 

light by the arc drawn at the first point of the starter.  A lot of you already know about this one. 

 Choice of transmitting frequencies was at first designated tune “A” and tune “B”.  Tune “A” was 

600 meters and tune “B” was originally 1000 meters for the navy; later 700 for the merchantman and 

800 for direction finding after that later invention.  The short-wave flat plate series condenser was cut 

into the ground lead by removing the shorting strap in order to work on 550 meters, but few ever went 

to that trouble. 

 Notwithstanding the above crude conglomerate there was little trouble in getting together with 

another station since the damped wave emitted as so broad it could be easily tuned in and operating 

dexterity did for the rest.  When you got to be pretty good you could by slamming the antenna switch 

up and down break in between words, but mostly you patched up with your copy with the coast station 

after the complete transmission.  The nearest thing to break-in at the that time. 

 Passing along to a later assignment, on a coastwise passenger vessel, a view of the wireless 

room is selected because it portrays an average installation including the ten-inch coil and 36-volt 

emergency storage battery, which latter were not always found on one man ships. 

 For the daily emergency coil test the secondary leads from the coil were cut in across the rotary 

gap, which latter was put in stopped position with the rotating arm set diametrically across two opposite 

stationary lugs, creating a double jump fixed gap.  At about this time in wireless history, the Wireless 

Company was engaged in patent litigation which prohibited the use of the rotary gap and the gap had to 

be used in this same stationary position.  Distance covered was nearly the same but denied one the 

pleasure of drifting the gap.  Who can’t forget those self-appointed musical artists some of whom could 

literally make that old gap talk.  An insistent and impatient lilt when starting up.  The gap pulled you 

right along and sped you up as your signals rolled over land and sea; then the shutting her down with 

just the right time left to finish off the message. 

 Before the rotaries the straight gap was employed, emitting a sixty cycle note or more 

depending on the frequency of the supply. 



 The straight gap was contained in a gap muffler either wooden octagon or cylindrical mica, 

having a round glass peep hole for observing the spark.  The complete gap muffler was built inside the 

helix, thus permitting short leads to the helix and the condenser.  The upper electrode was adjusted by a 

threaded rod having a hard rubber knob on top for adjusting the gap length.  After the oxygen in the gap 

muffler became consumed, the gap took on a better tone. 

 Even with this primitive equipment and accompanying discomforts, it was an industry wherein 

practically everyone was an experimenter.  Great distance records were made.  Much private equipment 

was brought aboard, and some taken off.  Operators carried their own pet crystals; often headphones 

and even loose couplers, not to mention speed keys, which were side swipers. 

 


